
* *  ADVISEMENT  * *
Read instructions completely prior to
starting installation. All InDash Mounts
are designed so that after installation, phone
is facing normal driver position for left-
hand drive vehicles. This mount is not
designed to be used in foreign countries
with right-hand drive vehicles. Use extreme
care when working around the plastic
components on the dash.  Excess force, can
cause breakage of  the plastic components.
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MOUNTING LOCATION:
Right side of radio J R
TOOLS REQUIRED:
Dash Tool, Hook Tool
(8-32) 7mm Socket Driver
HARDWARE INCLUDED:
None

 PART#: 751101310
 MFG: CHEVY

 MODELS & YEARS:
Camaro 2010-2015

STEP #1: Apply parking break, and safely move the shift lever to M. With Dash tool remove
the console bezel around the shifter and include the gages, if applicable. Lift up to release (4)
clips. With hands pull out bezel towards you to release (2) more clips. Set aside.

STEP #2: Remove the (2) ( 8-32) 7mm lower radio/bezel mounting screws that are just above
the console.With Dash Tool, pry out radio from above the display, releasing (3) clips at the
top of the radio display. Pull it out releasing (4) more clips lower down on the bezel.  Pull it
out just enough to get at the right side radio bracket mounting screw. Remove the (4) (8-32)
7mm radio screws.You do not need to remove the radio completely to install the Indash by
PanaVise.

STEP #3: Pull the radio out enough to place the InDash Mount over the screw hole under the
radio flange. Replace the (4) radio screws. Tighten the radio screw that holds the InDash in
place last while pushing the InDash by PanaVise Mount flush against the side of the dash
cavity.

STEP #4: Replace the radio face bezel. Push the bezel back in place, over the (2) pins by the
radio brackets. NOTE: You may need to manipulate the InDash Mount face left and right, as
this will help seat the bracket between the radio bezel and dash. Make sure the top (3) clips
are secured in place. Replace the (2) (8-32) 7mm screws at the bottom of the bezel by the
console.

STEP #5: Replace the console bezel.

INSTALLATION IS NOW COMPLETE.  ENJOY YOUR NEW INDASH by PANAVISE MOUNT.
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